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LETTER FROM OUR PRESIDENT – Ed McLaughlin
Hello CBCS Members and Friends:
We are looking forward to the 15th annual conference in Portland OR coming up in
September. Plans are already underway for the 16th conference (2015) in Branson MO. We
like to plan at least 2 years in advance, so we really need all of you to be thinking about who
could host the 17th conference in 2016. Let's come up with a place soon.
Be sure and gather your research questions for Terry and be thinking about what cribbage
boards you will be showing at the Conference.
Hope you all have had a great summer and see you in Portland!
Keep on “Peggin”
Ed McLaughlin, President, CBCS
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
There is still time!!!!!!! - The 2014 Cribbage Board Collector’s Society Convention
The 2014 convention will be held Fri-Sat, September 26-27th in beautiful Portland, Oregon!
Bring boards for ugliest, most unusual, most desirable competition. Welcome bags available at
check-in; if you don't get one, ask
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The convention will be held at the Crowne Plaza Portland Downtown:
1441 NE 2nd Avenue, Portland OR 97232, 503-233-2401 www.crowneplaza.com/Portland
If I can help with arrangements or questions, don’t hesitate to contact me at
terrydna@comcast.net or 503-244-6612
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
Another Mystery Solved!

Terry Coons, #187

This is the kind of thing that floats my boat. Those of you who have Bette’s book know there is
a section starting on page 131 entitled:

These are the boards Bette could never quite crack. And on page 133:

This board has metal pegs and folds, resembling a wallet.
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Several variants are known, some with the peg flap in the spine, some with metal prongs along
the spine to hold a deck of cards, etc. Then I came across this one, etched “Atlantic City 1904”
which certainly fits Bette’s timeline:
I was contacted by someone who had one
dated 1868 and “C-F-Co.” printed on the
snap (which is usually missing). These all
have the following trademark stamp:

But what does it mean?
I have tracked down the mark in the center (an R inside a keystone symbol) through The
American Stationer periodical (Jan. 7, 1897) as the trademark of C. F. Rumpp and Sons,
manufacturer of fine leather goods (it claimed to be America’s oldest such purveyor),
established in 1850 in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. The keystone is the final stone placed at the
apex of an arch to lock all the other stones in place and is the emblem of the State of
Pennsylvania. This trademark was registered June 4, 1895 but has been in use by the firm since
1892. Here is a picture of the Rumpp leather factory, circa 1894.
During the Civil War, they made cartridge belts and leather cases
for the Union Army. During World War I they introduced ostrich
leather goods. The largest amount of elephant leather ever
made available at one time came after Rumpp's bought the
hides of 11 elephants from Ringling Brothers who had died in an
accident. The firm celebrated its Centennial in 1950 and closed
sometime in the 1960’s.
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Cribbage Board Game Variations by Bette Bemis, CBCS Founder
Did you know that there are at least 18 variations to the BASIC game of cribbage? There is the
basic 2 or 4 handed game, and then there are the 5 card, 7 card, 11 card and 13 card cribbage
games. There is Solitaire (regular or square), also Low-Ball Cribbage or Give Away Cribbage. But
did you know that there are also versions called Captain's Cribbage, Crazee Cribbage, Marine
Madness and Cribbage to Lose? These games all use a standard cribbage board, and if you look
in any book written about the game of cribbage, you will find references to these cribbage
games as well as several others.
Now let's take a look at the cribbage games having rules which differ from the standard game
and which use a board (or acceptable substitute) which varies in design from the standard
board. The variations of the game of cribbage are endless, and date back to at least 1875, when
McLoughlin Bros. published CRIBBAGE AUTHORS. In addition to the games listed below, many
others have been produced but are not yet documented in the files of the Cribbage Board
Collectors Society. Any information that the readers can add to our files would be greatly
appreciated.
This listing contains only games which are not electronic or computerized, and they use a nonstandard style cribbage board or a worksheet which is accepted as an alternative to one.
Bonus Cribbage
Bonus Cribbage Company Minneapolis, MN
Copyright 1959, Blaine G. Danielson
Description: Board (11¼ X 3"): 3 sets of black
and 3 sets of red streets (total of 60 holes) on
either side of center streets of solid yellow:
end of board pivots for peg storage.
Instructions included for 2, 3 or 4 players.

Cribbage Authors
McLoughlin Bros.
Entered into the Act of Congress 1875
Description: Cards- divided into 18 Books, each containing names and works of one author only,
the different books varying in color. The cards could be a generic deck of AUTHORS, played to
the rules for CRIBBAGE AUTHORS.
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CribbGolf
JK Games Inc., copyright 1991
Description: Flat hard board with outline of golf course
containing 121 holes. Combines Cribbage with golfing, using
penalties for landing in certain holes when pegging. Complete
set includes game board (22 X 9¼"), deck of playing cards, dice,
scorecards, pegs, and rules booklet.
Cibble
Becton Enterprises, Inc., copyright 1991

Description: "The Game of Crib-Poker". Combines the game
of cribbage and poker, using a set of cards which vary from
the standard set. Complete set includes Cribble game board
(14 X 9 ¼"), Cribble cards, "House Rules" card, pegs, playing
cards, and rules booklet.
CribbRacing
JK Games, Inc., copyright 1991
Description: Combines the game of cribbage with horse racing.
Complete set includes Race Track board, CribbRacing forms,
position cards, playing cards, peg hole totes, pegs, and rules
booklet.

In the November issue, look for additional variations in the game of cribbage also compiled by
Bette Bemis.
The Sandalwood Boards
With help from:

Terry Coons, #187

Frank Wurman, #22
Steve Bacon, Two for His Heels at rubylane.com shops
Jo Ann Driscoll, The Lily Pad at rubylane.com shops
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Although you may not have one of these, you’ve probably seen them. Intricately carved
sandalwood boards in various shapes and materials, with ivory or bone streets and carved inset
plaques:

Let’s talk about feet: This board has ball feet. Feet are nice as these boards have a box
adhered to the underside that holds the pegs that should be held off the table. I’ve seen these
with stub wood or bone feet, brass lion’s paw feet, but in most cases the feet are gone.
Let’s talk history: Steve estimates these as Chinese 1880-1900. This jibes with the triangle
board Jo Ann found. It may be hard to see, but the back is inscribed “Canton 1893”. Canton is
what westerners called Guangzhou, China. Due to the number of these that still come on the
market, they are probably tourist pieces. Looking into the time period, the last quarter of the
19th century was the beginning of modern western tourism to China.

From Frank’s collection, here is a folding box board:
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Thus far, these have been what I would call basic boards. The streets and plaques of these are
probably bone. Now let’s segue into some of the finer ones. Next is from Steve Bacon’s Ruby
Lane shop. The plaque carving is much more intricate and the wood less so. Although the
streets are probably bone, the plaques may be ivory (the plain plaque is probably a
replacement

Interestingly, I’ve seen a few of these that
are made of metal. This one is from Frank’s
collection:

Although there is speculation these metal boards may
have been pressed wood molds, the plaques would
have to be blank to accommodate insets. This pewter
on wood board recently sold at etsy.com:

And this copper one (seller’s estimate c. 1860) was
selling on ebay for $555!
Visit his store (http://stores.ebay.com/ChucksAttic?_trksid=p2047675.l256) for some expensive
eye candy (search for cribbage).
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